
• In order to test IP spoofing in LG machine it is recommended to work with vSphere because after each network 
modification 
- there is a disconnect from remote desktop but it is not a must.

• I'm working with ipspoof_ipv4 which is WEB/HTTP protocol I used. You'll find it attached to the mail.

In Controller:
1. In Scenario menu choose "Enable IP Spoofer"

The icon of IP Spoofer should appear:

2. Use a script that has in it command that returns the Vuser IP that attaches the page for example, navigate to:
http://kalimanjaro/cgi-bin/print_IP.asp  
This page will return the Vuser navigated to the page. It will help us to validate IP Spoofing is working fine.

In LG machine:
1. Please connect your administrator for receiving at least 3 IP addresses of machines that are free to use and not 
activated by any machine.
The reason is that the LG will receive the 3 IPs added to its own static IP. The LG will use these IPs to emulate 
communication from different machines. 
2. Enter "Control Panel\Network and Internet\Network Connections" or type in command line: ncpa.cpl

3. On the "Local Area Connection" icon right-click and choose "status" 
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4. Press "Details..." button

5. Now in the window appearing - take its screenshot - the important values are colored yellow:
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6. Close this window.
7. On 'Local Area Connection Status' window press on "Properties":

8. In window 'Local Area Connection Properties' pick the IPv4 line:
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9. Press 'Properties':

10. Instead of 'Obtain an IP address automatically' - choose the 'Use the following IP address'
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11. Enter the values from the Screen Shot you captured earlier in 'Status':

12. Press now on button 'Advanced..'.
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12. Press now on button 'Advanced..'.

13. Now after receiving free IP addresses that are valid in your net and not used by any machine - add them:
Press 'Add...'

14. We have scope of free IP addresses in our lab  16.59.124.10 - 16.59.124.19
First I'll add the first IP (16.59.124.10), I'll use default gateway as before used, press 'Add' when finished filling value:
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I add also 16.59.124.11 & 16.59.124.12 for this example. When finished press OK. 
NOTICE:
In this stage there should be disconnect from the machine(or freeze) because new network settings are being applied.
15. Return to the window 'Local Area Connection Status' and press "Details.." again:

You will receive the window of status, please validate the IP addresses are added to the network card:
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You will receive the window of status, please validate the IP addresses are added to the network card:

Finished for now with LG.
Return to work with Controller:
Controller
1. Pick the script 'ipspoof_ipv4' - it has all the commands to show me IP distribution between the users, choose 4 Vusers:

2. Start Run - open the Vusers window: You'll receive this window:
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2. Start Run - open the Vusers window: You'll receive this window:

As you can see - 4 different IP addresses were activated with the LG mydvm0544. Success!!!

Don't Forget - You should return the LG to its original state!
Return to LG machine and pick the Local 'Area Connection' icon  - click right and choose 'properties':

In the window 'Local Area Connection Properties' peek the IPv4 section and press 'Properties' button:
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In the window 'Local Area Connection Properties' peek the IPv4 section and press 'Properties' button:

Choose the 'Obtain an IP address automatically':

And choose 'Obtain DNS Server address automatically':

Press OK . Again there may be disconnect or freeze in image but you should test again in 'status' -> 'Details..' and validate
the original state restored:
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